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LADIES WIN
We Carry a Full line of

KODAKS

Interesting Game of Ball
Played by Guests at
Cliff House

: KENNEBUNKPORT

The River Club House will
I close the la^st of September.
Mr. Rankin is having his boat
¡repaired at the D. H, Heckman
shop.
Jos. Jeffrey, who was quite seri
ously hurt recently, is gaining
¡slowly.
Bridge whist has been a favor
able, pastime with the Riverside
¡guests the entire season.

Positively the Lowest Prices ever
Known on Glasses. Until Sept.
15th only.

Weinstein Bros, report a. good
S3 Gold Filled Rimless Eyeglasses
fruit- season.
$1 per pair.
and
EYES EXAHINED FREE. .
A game of base ball between The grounds around the South
teams of-young ladies and gentle Congregational church and the
To induce you to visit in y fine office
men, guests at the Cliff Houses plot in front of it looks-fine.
during the summer months, and to
attract your attention to my scientific
took place upon the the Athletic
The cottagers capiè unusually
methods of fitting thé eyés, I<have de
grounds near the hotel, Saturday early this season and it now looks
cided to offer until Septi 15-only, these
forenoon.
The tug; Joe Callj is tending on low prices, positively the lowest ever
as if they would reman late.
Soda unexcelled
A large and enthusiastic assethL
¡and towing the mud to sea for offered in New England,
The guests at thè Parker House ¡Capt. Sears of the dredger.
blage of guests, their friends, and
$3 Rimless Eyeglasses
J. B. nORIN & CO.,
DRUGGISTS
admirers of the National gam 9 are particularly quiet this season
(Warranted 10 Years)
The flowers around , the Town
i
there
being
very
little
in
the
way
were liberal in their applause and
Oop. Post Office,
Biddeford, Haine.
House grounds -call fourth much Gold Filled Frames
$ .75
lof
entertainment.
appreciation of what proved to be
1.50
1 f avorable comm ent front the sum- SO»lid Gold Mountings,
Some beautiful sunsets have mer guests.
a most exciting and interesting
.50
$1 Eyeglass Chains,
been noted lately and the rising of
.35
game.
Aluminum Frames,
The Jeffrey House, run by Mrs. Special Lenses
nOUSAM WATER COMPANY
50c and up
The team of the athletic young the sun has been no less beautiful [
Wm. Sawyer, has been well filled Occulists’ Prescriptions filled.at33 per
Supplying: Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, Wells, Wells Beach, Kennebunk
ladies showed unusual ability at to the early riser.
Beach, Drakes Island, Ogunquit and Cape Porpoise, with pure water.
all the season at times accommo cent discount from usual prices.
the bat, were clever at base run 'The dances at the Cape Porpoise
FOr estimates of services and water rates apply at Company’s Office.'
dating forty-five people.
Remember the place, over Fidelity
ning, also in catching and fielding casino have been quite largely
----- MAIN ST-----Trust Co., Opp. Preble House ,
Seven canoes were sent to Kenthe ball. Miss Dorothy Engbr, attended by the young people of
KENNEBUNK
HAINÈ.
nebuhk
Thursday
and
put
in
the
ah
athletic
young
lady,
showed
Opposite New Public Library
thejsummer colony.
Mousàm river and the McGraws N. T. WORTHLEY, JR ,
rare ability as pitcher, with per
Plaine’s Leading Optician,
Over
seventy
canoes
have
been
and friends enjoyed a picnic for 478 1 -2 Congress St., Portland
fect control. She had great Speed
in
Commission
at
the
River
Club
the
day,
going
and
returning
by
and her curves broke too short for
. . Both ’Phones.
Dealer in Dry and Fancy Goods
most of the opposing batters to house this, summer, which is a I trolley.
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Underwear
David Abesalih of Biddeford
fathom. She was ably supported larder number than usual. ■
Fine Stationery
1907
Five Angora kittens on exhibir who deals in oriental goods, etc.,
by Miss Murchie as catcher. The
MAINE.
KENNEBUNKPORT,
infield and outfield, composed of tibrf and for sale in J. P. Willis’ had a beautiful display at the
Miss A. Ladd, 1st base; Miss store, attract considerable atten Oceanic on Wednesday, the Old For First Class Canoes and
Howard, 2nd base; Miss Gill, 3rd tion from the summer guests. Fort Irin on Thursday and the
Row Boats Go to
Riverside on Friday. He did a
base; Miss A. Howard, shortstop;; They are .beauties.
Miss Baxter, right field; Miss
The Crocketts, who are occupy?- good business.
Ladd, center field; .Miss Wright, ing a small place on Ocean
Tourists have found thè auto
left field, electrified the spectators Avenue, are doing quite a business garage at the Nonahtum a great
by sensational work in pick-ups, selling salted peanuts and almonds convenience and although this is
A full line of the above named shoes in Tan, Pat>
PERKINS’ COAL WHARF
stops; and nervy handling of hot as well as souvenir postal cards the first season Mr. Heckman has
ent and Gun Metal Pumps and Oxfords on sale by :
drives. Their marvelous work at and books.
done better than he anticipated he Kennebunkport,
Maine
the bat, and in many instances
would with it. In the winter he
phenomenal fielding, kept the The dealers inforni us that the will use thè lower part to store
young men, who previously had pqst card epidemic still continues canoes and he has already had a Guides if Desired. Prompt Attention
KENNEBUNKPORT
MAINE.
anticipated an easy game, in de and it is truly wonderful the large’ number of applicants.
Reasonable Rates ;
spair of winning and it was most number that are sold daily. SëvOne
joi.
the
most
enjoyable
eraPof
the
hotels
have
put
them
gratiiiying and inspiring to their
in for the accommodation of their events which has taken place at Telephone—Perkins’ Coal Qo. 109-22
many friends and admirers.
the Nonantum this season was the End of Electric Car line
Miss Howard and Miss Baxter guests.
dance
given one evening last week Oposite Railroad Station
Wishes to call attention to the fact that they are again at did some splendid base running, The Whitcomb Studio is one of
by the guests at this hotel. It
and
in
their
great
slides
to
first
the
places
that
has
attracted
mafiy
their old place of business known as the
base from a point rather distant of the summer guests. Some of took place on the verandah, the
THE NEW STORE
for the average ball player, aroused the local views on their post cards same being prettily decorated and
46 Main Street
great applause^ Miss Gill at third are lovely and they have sóld á lighted. Music was furnished by
Hiss F. O. Rice, Prop.
the
Oceanic
orchestra.
There
base made a great catch of a red great many of the scenes taken
A fine line of Muslin Underwear,
was a number of outside parties
hot
liner that was handled mag- froth the Old Orchard fire.
Sliirt Waists, Hoiser-y, Veilings, Neck
that they have occupiee for the last 32 years. They are
invited
and
every
one
had
a
de

nificiently, in fact all of the ybung
more fully equipped than ever, having added new rigs this ladies showed remarkable know- Mr. Lake, proprietor of the lightful time. This is àn ideal wear etc. /
seasdn. They are prepared to furnish any kind of a team ledge of the finer points of our Rhode Island Cottage has had place for an occasion of this kind.
some attractive colored postals pf,
G. W. HOFF
from a single to a ten passenger buckboard, with or without National game.
St. Ann’s church will close early
Carriage Building
the place printed and these are
drivers. They wish to make special mention that the stable The young men had Buster finding a ready sale “not only in September and the need of en Carriages Light and Heavy .Built to
, Order. .
is under the personal management of the firm, who at any Howard for a mascot, and started among the guests but outsiders as larging the same has been more
Repairing a Specialty. Ji»b Work of all
time are glad to meet former or new customers. Bar Harbor in the game with great confidence, well. It makes a charming pio j apparant this season than ever.
Kinds. Auto repairing.
During the month of August the
but they were handicapped with ture.
KENNEBUNKPORT
MAINE
Buckboards a specialty. Phone 22-2.
church will not begin to accom
skirts, ribbons, and. decorations
Ocean Ave.
The
masquerade
fancy
’
dress
modate those who wish to attend
which they neither knew the name
At the an
of or how to manage gracefully with ball which took place at the Cliff the morning,service.
GUERTIN
the possible exception of Mr. House, Thursday evening; was nual visitation of'the Bishop of the
your Kodak and Films, Sewing Machines, Stickney, whose remarkable work most thoroughly enjoyed, not only diocese the church was filled to
JEWELER
Marine Engines, Graphophones and Records, at first base was conspicuous for by the guests at the hotel but b^ overflowing. Last Saturday was
his ability to stop to drop the many outsiders. It was one of the St. Bartholomew’s Day and it was
Guns and Sporting Goods is at
Biddeford, Me.
elusive sphire whenever his native most successful events of the observed with Holy Communion 162 Main St.,
Hospital For Watches
at 9 a. m. and Evensong at .5 p. m.
gallantry deemed it well to doso. season.
However the young ladies were
The “red devil” sign on the ríVéf
Mr. Louis D. Norton had a large
sweet about it to him and appear bank at the Tea-Cup Inn has dis humber of visitors to his exhibi
ed well Satisfied with his playing, appeared as those things don’t go tion and sale of oil arid water cólor
which must have, been ample coth- without hands, it is safe to infer paintings at the Colonial Inn
pensation for the temporary loss that a mischief worker or a sneak building which he occupied from
of the ball. The final score for thief has passed through Kenne August 1st to 17th inclusive. He
Examination Free
young ladies 9, young men 8.
bunk, but the taking of the sign now invites you to his studio,
Tea served from 3.30 to 6.
The work of the umpires Mr. does not close, the Tea-Cup Inh, Mussel Lodge, Turbatt’s Creek,
I Repair your
Tatum and Dr. Kemp was ‘equal which will be open and cater. .to Wildes District, Kennebunkport,
broken Glasses
to the best ever seen in league guests for somè weeks to comd. and even if you have seen the
while you wait
championship games and they Canoeists welcomed and will hè exhibit at the Inn a second visit'to
in Hatchet Brand Canned Goods
gave universal satisfaction.
served if the sign is ¡gone.
the studio will repay you. Mr. Dealer
Full line of Kennedy’s Crackers,
—Since the above was in type Norton does V large amount of
Confectionery, etc. Agent for the Celebrated J ersey
Left $20,000 to Charity the sign has been replaced.
work at nis studio here during the
Ice Cream
Mr. Gooch of the Seaside HouSé summer months.
Edwin H. Cousens, Prop.
The Bay State Dredging Co. of
Several public bequests amount has had one of the best seasons on
Maine
ing to $20,000 are left to various record. This house is built »t© Boston, with Capt. Sears of Kennebunk,
institutions of Boston in the will accommodate some 'fifty guests Gloucester in charge are in the
of Mrs. -Susan E. Gavett:- - $5,000 but this season has been ah ex river and are making rapid pro
GRAND SCENERY
EXCELLENT HOTELS
to the Massachusetts society for ceptional one and fifty-eight peo gress with the dredging for Mr. W.
Fast Train Service
the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani ple have been made comfortable A. Rogers who is to have à basin
mals, $5»h°° t0 the Horace Maan and still applicants have bééfi which will have four feet of water
VIA
Frank Rutter, Prop.
school for deaf mutes and thei turned away. The delightful/.lo at low tide in which to anchor his
same amount to the Massachu-j cation' Of this house as weíl boats, canoes, yachts, etc. ( There
KENNEBUNK, ME
Setts Homoepathic hospital, the as the home-like atmosphere of is to be some 7500 or 7600 yards. WATERST.,
RAILROAD
latter to support the Susan E. the place makes it an ideal place dredged at a cost of $i.odi a yardi
from all
Gavett bed; $2,000 for a watering in which to spend a vacation. and it will take some five Weeks to
trough for horses in memory of? The hall in connection with the finish the job so one can see about ! N S. HARDEN - DAVIS
New England Seashore Resorts
Send 2 cents for booklet, “White Mountains of New Hampshire." Address General
her father, Chas. M.Taft.
house is a great attraction and What it will cóàt. Mr. Rogers has 1
Passenger Department, .Boston.
Millinery and
Mrs. Gavett was for twenty many good times are held there. already spent over a million in |his j
Fancy
Goods
Parlor, Sleeping, Dining and Buffet Car Service
years a summer guest at Kenne This hoúse will close. Sept. 15, ufid estate and expects to lay out a
deal
more
before
the
place
is
O. M. BURT,
bunkport and was an aunt of Mrs. will have a number of guests. great
D. J. FLANDERS,
¡
Gen. Pase. Agt.
| Henry Rankin.
until that time.
tfinished to his satisfaction.
Main Street,
Kennebunk, Maine

Supplies

H.

WELCH

S. H. PERKINS

ATKINS

HALL AND LITTLEFIELD
Ocean Bluff Livery and Boarding Stable

The Place to Buy

Larrabee’s Hardware Store,

Kennebunk, Maine

Spectacles, Eyeglasses Artificial,
Eyes fitted as in Hospitals.

The Fleetwood

Have You Been to the

White Mountains?

KENNEBUNK STEAM LAUNDRY

Boston & Maine

•••••••••••••••••••••••••a Association and that the same is
•
•
run by subscription and tells you
whom to pay should you wish to
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office •
• contribute to the same. Not an
•••••••••••••••••••••••••a
Kennebunk, Maine.
advertisement of any kind appears
Ternls for the season, by mail, 50 cents. Single
Dorothy Dix’s children were at
copies, 5 cents,
on the outfit and the horses which
Advertising rates made known on application. the Oceanic last Tuesday evening.
draw the same are beauties and
For sale at all news stands, and by newsboy.
W. A. Rogers and family are they are shown up to good advan
Correspondence is desired from any interested
parties, relative to matters of the different occupying their beautiful new tage by the clean, bright harnesses
resorts covered.
home for the rest of the season.
This society owes its existence
AU copy must be in hand not later than Wed
nesday afternoon.
and
much of its activity to the
The North Berwick band will
A first-class printing plant in connection.
efforts
of Mr. Abbott Graves, who
play at the Cape Porpoise Casino
Orders promptly filled.
has
been
incessant in his labors
Labor Day.
Dancing afternoon
HE SEASIDE ECHO is devoted to the and evening.
and has given freely of both time
interests sf Kennebunkport, Kennebunk
and money for the accomplishment
Beach and Cape Porpoise. Its best efforts
Mr. Davis gave a dancing party of this purpose. This should be
are always bent to advance the prosperity of
those growing summer resorts by utilizing all one evening this week and the
an incentive and an example to
means within its scope to place before the thou
sands who visit this section each summer all Oceanic orchestra furnished ex other towns in this vicinity to do
the advantagesofa local business directory and cellent music for the occasion.
likewise.
all local news matters of interest to the general
public, and to increase the number of summer
Mrs. Bradbury and her niece,
visitors to these points.. by proclaiming their
Speed Launch.
Miss May Martin, Mrs. Nelson
natural and artificial attractions to the world.
and
two
children
with
their
two
ANNIE J. CREDIFORD,
D. H. Heckman is building at
Editor and Publisher.
nuises, who have been occupying his boat house for Mr. Cox of Bos
the Oceanic cottage left Friday ton, a speed launch. This is the
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• for their home in Baltimore, Md.
•
•
first boat of its kind ever bnilt here
Last Thursday evening Mr. and and the results are anxiously
Mrs. Trotter gave a bowling awaited. A French type of gaso
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• party in Harmon’s billard parlor. line engine 12 horse power will be
Mr. Watson is closing out the No one of any importance was used at first to experiment with to
remainder of his souvenirs at cost. there, but all the ladies were beau see how much speed can be ob
tained and later a much larger en
Fishermen report the cod plenty tiful and all the gentlemen were
gine
will be put in. Mr. Heck
in this section but there is a scarci handsome.
man is now awaiting the arrival of
ty of lobsters and has been the en
Over $600 has been raised in a
Mr. Cox to complete the launch.
tire season.
comparatively short time toward
The services at Ramanascho the erection of a Soldiers’ Monu
STATE’S ROAD WORK.
hall will be conducted tomorrow, ment at Kennebunkport which is
Build Trunk Roads on
September ist, by Rev. G. O. to be a drinking fountain placed ConnecticutaWill
Uniform Plan. .
on
a
lot
given
by
Mrs.
Burleigh
Little, D. D., of Washington, D.
Even a year ago the proposition to
Thompson. $1,000 are required bond the state of Connecticut for
C.
for this purpose and there is no $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 in order to
There are many good singers doubt but that this amount will be build good roads would have been re
among the guests at the Eagle shortly forthcoming.) Mr. Abbott garded as visionary. While the autowould have been glad of the
Rock and music has been much Graves has been an ardent worker mobilists
roads which would result from such
enjoyed by the guests at this in this cause and it is through his a course, it is doubtful if even they
would have looked upon such a plan
house. ,
efforts that so much has been as other than a little too ambitious to
The Seaview, which is one of accomplished.
go through, and the farmers wouldn’t
considered it for a moment. Now
the pioneers in the hotel business
Miss Black of Sanford has pur have
the situation has so changed that the
at the Beach, is always the first to chased the building owned and farmers are actually asking the com
open its doors to the public and occupied for many years by Mr. A mittee to report a good sized bond Is
the last to close. Landlord Hub B. Houdlette, the photographer. sue to be available for improved road
ways at about a million a year, writes
bard has enjoyed an unusually Mr. Houdlette has decided to give a New Haven correspondent of the
good season which is saying a good up his business at the Port and we Boston Transcript.
Connecticut has done much toward
deal. This hotel will close this understand that Miss Black will
acquiring good roads as a state, and
year, October i.
rent the front part for a store and yet it is the fact that the state has no
The Narragansett is to close for use the other rooms for a laundry system of good roads today worthy the
name, and while there are stretches of
the season, September 9th. Both although nothing definite has as road in different sections which have
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis feel that they yet been decided upon and she will been well built and built to last in a
made no mistake in building this leave things as they now are until general way the expenditure of money
does not show.
hotel on the site they did, and only another season. The building is The basis of the new plan which
seems likely to receive the support of
regret that the house is not large on leased land.
enough to accommodate the large
Considering the early history of the general assembly consists in the
state’s taking over absolutely all trunk
number who wish to come, es Kennebunkport the following item roads. The state will be entirely re
pecially through the month of of news cut from a recent issue of sponsible for these roads, and with an
August.
the Buffalo (N. Y) Commercial appropriation of a million a year it
won’t be long before Connecticut will
have a state wide network of first class
Mr. Zweighraft and young son may prove of interest:
The death of Lord Arundell of roads. Certain concessions in the mat
are both ill at Miss Margaret
Wardour,
who was a Catholic ter of choosing the road to be improv
Thompson’s cottage . which they
ed will be made to the local authori
are occupying for the season. Mr. priest, for some years engaged in ties, but it must be a trunk road.
The state will go into the roadmak
Zweighaft case is most serious and parochial work at Bournemouth, ing
business on a large scale, will have
recalls
the
fact
that
a
Catholic
Friday his New York physician
its own trap rock quarries or take the
was telephoned for, a trained priest in the British House of entire output of private quarries, will
nurse arrived from Portland and Lords is not absolute an novelty. have its own stone crushers and all
the other necessities for successful
evertyhing possible done for the A few years ago the thirteenth roadmaking, will employ its own fore
Baron Petre, who succeeded his men and inspectors and will go at the
sick man’s comfort.
brother, was also a priest and a whole business on a uniform plan.
Miss Minard, the young lady domestic prelate to the Court of Not the least of the benefits of the
scheme will be the fact that the towns
who was hurt recently by the car the Vatican.
He was for nine will have their own road appropria
riage being struck by a team while years a member of the Upper tions intact to spend on roads leading
driving to the Old Orchard fire, is House, but appears to have taken to the trunk lines improved by the
state. It is proposed to bring the high
still in the hospital in Biddeford no part in its debates.
Lord way commissioner into even closer
but it is expected that she will be Arundell was a B. A. of London touch with the automobilists by giv
able to come out the first of next University, and succeeded his ing him an auto in which to travel
week, it being deemed advisable brother last year. He then de from town to town overseeing the
road building. And, incidentally, all
not to move her until it is abso cided that the change shonld in no the
taxes on autos coming to the state
lutely safe to do so.
way interfere with his clerical work will be spent on good roads, in addi
tion to the proceeds from the bond is
The new Bass Rock will close at Bournemouth, which he contin sue.
September 15th, after enjoying a ued to discharge precisely as
Plan of Farmers to Build Roads.
most prosperous season. A large before.
A number of prominent farmers of
number of guests were there who
Charlestown township, in Clark coun
previously been patrons of the old
ty, have originated a plan for the
Bass Rock and they were delighted Village Improvement building of free gravel roads proposed
In that township, says a Jeffersonville
with the improved and up-to-date
(Ind.) correspondent of the St. Louis
If there is a town in York coun Post-Dispatch. The bids submitted for
appearance of this new hotel which
could not begin to accommodate ty that has reason to be proud of the work were so high that the farm
ers decided to have the work done un
the number of people who wished its Village Improvement Society der their own supervision, thus being
that town is Kennebunkport. assured that it would be done satisfac
to come.
torily, and save to themselves the profit
Miss Mary E. Hildreth, who is From the first start everything that ordinarily goes to- the contractor.
known to almost every summer went along smoothly and the Should this plan work out successfully,
as it is believed it will, the residents of
resident, was seen at the beach amount of good that has been, and other
townships in Clark county will
is
still
being
accomplished
is
sim

Friday with a number of her
adopt it. As far as is known at Jeffer
family. Miss Hildreth for several ply marvelous and the cleanliness sonville, this will be the first time such
years occupied a cottage on Lord’s of the street is the first thing notice a plan was ever tried in Indiana.
Point, and was one of the best able as one enters the town. No
Need of Better Country Roads.
patrons of the beach.
She has rubbish, litter or loose paper is At a meeting of the chamber of com
taken twelve children to her heart seen around and not only does this merce, Jamestown, N. Y., Luis Jackson, industrial commissioner of the
and elegant moutain home and is society furnish a team to collect Erie railroad, recently spoke on the
the
rubbish
and
barrels
in
which
to
doing a noble work in providing
great physical improvements in every
dispose the same but if there is a line of industry and referred particu
for these homeless little ones.
bad place in the road that the town larly to the cost of hauling crops by
from farms to railroad stations.
does not look after you will see teams
Mr. Jackson gave facts and figures
the cart with a load of dirt putting along tliis line secured from data pub
Dr. A. C. Merriman
it where it is heeded. This sum lished by the department of agricul
by which he showed that the av
mer a street sprinkler has been ture,
erage cost of team haul on twentyDentist
run painted in the colors selected three different kinds of agricultural
from the beginning, yellow and red products was 11 cents per 100 pounds,
ODD FELLOWS BUILDING
the average cost per ton mile 23
inferring that the sprinkler be and
cents. These figures he thought em
KENNEBUNK
MAINE longs to the Village Improvement phasized the necessity for better roads.
ISSUED

EVERY SATURDAY MORNING
DURING THE SEASON.
(July 13 to Sept. 14.)

T

| KENNEBUNK BEACH !
•
•

: KENNEBUNKPORT

?

organization of municipal employees
will undermine unionism than that the
anions will be able to keep the city
employees out of politics. The fact
that municipal departments must be
open shops supports Mr. Sullivan’s con
tention and should be given more con
sideration by union men than they have
hitherto accorded it.

MUNICIPALUNACY. MOUNTAINANDMOUSE
By JOHN KENDRICK BANGS.

The municipally owned electric light
plant of Crawfordsville, Ind., having
shown a so called profit last year of
$6,727, the trustees have just made a
10 per cent advance in the charge for
street lighting. The probable reason
for this is a desire on the trustees’
part to increase this year’s profits to
an even $6,800, round figures being so
much more satisfactory than angular
ones.

One of the pleasing features of mu
nicipal ownership, as shown in New
Zealand and Australia, is the luscious,
juicy fatness it gives to the public
debt. That of the United—sometimes
called the Benighted—States is less
than $12 per capita, but in New Zea
land it is $335, in New South Wales
$267, and in Australia’s six states it
averages $291 per capita. It takes
genuine prosperity to increase a na
tion’s credit—or debit—all the way
from 2,200 to 2,800 per cent.

H *

In the bright lexicon of municipal
ownership there is no such word as
deterioration. All city owned plants
are regarded as hardy perennials which
wax stronger with the passage of the
years—a beautiful floral dream if only
waking were impossible!
The following advertisement was re
ceived too late to be printed in our reg
ular advertising columns:
FOR SALE.
A fine line of public utility plants, as

follows:
1 Electric Light Plant, Valley City, N. D.

Thoroughly Broken. Can Be Driven By
a Lady. Terms Reasonable.
1 Electric Power Plant, Souderton, Pa. A
Great Bargain. A Child Can Run It.
No Reasonable Offer Refused.
1 City Lighting Plant, Peru, Indiana. $15,000 Will Make As Good As New. Easy
Terms.
1 Municipal Light and Water Works, Mil
ford Center, Ohio. Owner Is Going Out
of Business. Quick Sale Desired. Ma
genta Trading Stamps Accepted in Pay
ment.
For Further Information Apply Direct
to Above Mentioned Owners.

The reports of the electric lighting
plant of Lincoln, Neb., are illuminating,
whether the product is or not. They
show the cost per lamp to be $73.68,
$50.09. $98.84. This indicates that the
city authorities are kind enough to give
the taxpayers a choice of figures. Usu
ally we find cost figures arbitrarily
reduced to one invincible sum, but in
Lincoln you “pays your money and
takes your choice.”

The citizens of Potterville, Mich., hav
ing voted against the'establishment of
a municipal bakery, the downtrodden
people of that burg will continue to lie
prostrate beneath the iron shod dough
nuts of the privileged classes. It real
ly looks as though some of our deceas
ed forefathers who fought against des
potic power had died in vain.

IOWA’S GOOD EXAMPLE.
Has Made a Law Providing For Uni
formity In Municipal Accounts.

Iowa is setting an example to her
sister states which they would be wise
to follow as expeditiously as possible.
She has recently put into effect a law
providing for a uniform system of mu
nicipal accounting which, if properly
executed, will make it easy to see
whether municipal plants are paying
their way. If such a law had been in
general operation fifteen years ago, it
is probable that by this time the agi
tation for municipal ownership would
have entirely ceased, in view of the
damaging facts that such reports
would inevitably have brought out.
Under the provisions of this Iowa
law the state auditor is required to
formulate and prescribe a system of
municipal accounts, in preparing which
he shall be assisted by an advisory
committee of municipal accountants.
So far as practicable the latest and
most improved methods of accounting
are to be adopted, and all cities and
towns are required to report annually
to the state auditor on the forms pre
scribed by him.
The auditor shall appoint one or
more examiners of municipal accounts
who shall at least once in two years
report upon the financial conditions
and transactions of all cities of 5,000
population or more and of smaller
cities or towns upon request.

National Civic Federation Report
Is Disappointing.

The Matter of Wages.
After Two Years of Labor the Com
These two investigators agree that
mittee Brings Forth a Report Which
in Great Britain the wages in' munici
Proves Little—Investigators Allow
pal plants are not higher than else
Their Prejudices to Blind Them to
where except in the case of unskilled
the Facts—Labor Unions Are Warned labor and in the tramways. In this
of Danger.
connection it is worth while to recall

Half Truths,

We use the word “supposed” ad
visedly, for from the advance sections
that have been given to the papers it
appears that some at least of the mu
nicipal ownership members of the Com
mittee have not considered it neces
sary to make their opinions square
with the facts. For instance, Mr.
Bemis holds up the Wheeling (W. Va.)
gas plant as an example of successful
municipal ownership because its net
rate is 75 cents, while $1 is charged
by the companies in Norfolk, Va., and
Atlanta, Ga. According to the news
paper reports, Mr. Bemis does not in
form the public that the average price
of coal in Norfolk and Atlanta is at
least 60 per cent higher than in Wheel
ing and that the latter city uses natu
ral gas as fuel in its retorts, nor does
he call attention to the important fact
that the average candlepower in the
two cities named is 25 per cent higher
than in Wheeling.

The greatest evil in municipal own
ership is the crowding of the payrolls
with ward heelers who will not work,
but who will persistently agitate for a
raise of pay and put up their political
influence as a reason why they should
get it—Buffalo Times.

America Behind Europe?

One section of Professor Commons’
report is very misleading. He says:
“Neither municipal ownership nor
private ownership has accomplished
the good results in the United States
that should be expected of it, and both
are far behind what both have accom
plished in Great Britain. ♦ ♦ * We are
in precisely the same position that Brit
ish municipalities occupied forty years
ago in the gas business and fifteen
to thirty years ago in the street car
and electricity business.”
The utter absurdity of this statement
is shown by the fact that in 1904, the
last year for which statistics are avail
able, there were in the United States
30,187 miles of street railways against
2,117 in the United Kingdom, although
the population of the latter country
was then more than half that of the
United States. It is a well recognized
fact that in the application of electric
ity to lighting and power the United
States not only leads the world, but
nearly equals all the rest of the world.

Charity Begins at Home.

Where Mr. Bemis does use figures
he uses them shrewdly. As superin
tendent of the Cleveland waterworks
he of course knows that in that city
the average death rate from typhoid
in the thirty-two years preceding 1905
was 52 per 100,000. So he uses
for comparison with cities that have
private waterworks only the years
1905-06, when the typhoid death rate
in Cleveland averaged only 17.6 per
100,000. Two years is of course far
too short a period upon which to base
such a comparison, since the rates
vary widely in different years, the rate
In Syracuse in 1906, for example, be
ing only about half what it was in
19bo, while Cleveland dropped from
114 in 1903 to 15 in 1905.

THE NEEDED SPANKING.
Hughes Administered It In His Two
Cent Fare Veto.

It. seems not Improbable that Gov
ernor Hughes’ veto of the two cent
rate bill may mark the beginning of
the end of what may be fairly termed
predatory legislation.
The judicial
words of the governor are in marked
contrast to the attitude of those legis
lators and city politicians who, with
demagogic short sightedness, have as
sumed that the best way to win votes
is to badger corporations.
The recklessness of these men has
brought the country to the verge of a
business depression that is the natural
result of the sudden check to industrial
development, for men with brains
enoiigh to make money are not likely
to risk it in new enterprises or exten
sions of old ones when all prospect of
profit may be cut away by an act of a
state legislature or a city council.
It is great fun for the baby to poke
sticks into the works of a watch, and
the infantile intelligence of certain
“statesmen” probably derives equal de
light from their attempts to “regulate”
Industries of whose workings they
know no more than the baby does
about the watch. Governor Hughes
has administered the needed spanking.

Hope Versus Experience.

Professor Parsons, another of the M.
O. members of the committee, seems
to prefer the future to the past as a
basis for determining results. He ex
presses his conviction that municipal
ownership would develop a higher
class of municipal administrators, but
when he is faced with such conditions
as existed in Philadelphia under the
notorious fas ring he promptly side
steps the issue by declaring that Phila
delphia did not have public owner
ship, but only ownership by political
grafters. The humor of this is ap
parent when one considers that one of
the principal objections to municipal
ownership is that it tends to result in
“ownership by political grafters.”
Politics Versus Efficiency.

On this point the opinions of Pro
fessor Commons are worth quoting.
Although he also has a predilection
for municipal ownership, he evidently
assumed that it was his duty to give
a verdict in accordance with the facts.
His sincerity must be recognized even
by those who do not accept all of his
conclusions. He and Mr. Sullivan, edi
tor of the Clothing Trades Bulletin,
consider the labor aspects of the sub
ject. Professor Commons admits that
some municipal plants are “politically
honeycombed” and adds:
“The appointment, promotion and dis
missal of employees and the wages to
be paid offer peculiar opportunities for
political and personal influence incon
sistent with efficiency.”
Professor Commons finds that it is
not unusual for public service com
panies to appoint employees at the
behest of political bosses, but he notes
that in such cases the employee has
to make good in order to hold his po
sition, while in the case of city plants
Run at a Loss, Not a Profit.
On March 31, 1906, there were in the politician’s Influence is expected to
,Great Britain 217 municipal electric keep the man in the position even if
light plants which had been in opera he is Incompetent or negligent.
tion more than a year. Their reports Municipal Employees Pull Together.
show an aggregate profit, without any In Great Britain Professor Commons
allowance for depreciation, of £396,514. finds that municipalization has pro
As the capital cost of these plants was duced “a spurious form of trades union
£33,577,734 the extremely moderate ism,” which was repudiated by a prac
charge of 5 per cent for depreciation tically unanimous vote of the trades
would amount to £1,678,887, thus show anion congress in 1906 on the ground
ing a net loss of £1,282,373 on the that the Municipal Employees’ associa
year’s business.
tion is a class rather than a trade or
ganization. Speaking of the advocacy
It Sounds Well, But—
by some councilors of the disfranMunicipal ownership is one of tEiose chisement of Municipal employees be
things which sound well in print. But, cause of their tendency to support can
like trying to raise oneself by the boot didates who will concede their destraps, it appears Impracticable. It mauds, Professor Commons says that
ought to be better and cheaper, but it this is not the true remedy, though
isn’t. If it is such a benefit and such “it goes without proof that such a
a valuable thing, why are communities remedy is needed, for municipal em
breaking away from the system and ployees sooner or later cast their votes
returning to private companies under for candidates who promise or have se
rigid municipal control? — Leadville cured a betterment of their condition
(Colo.) Herald-Democrat.
regardless of its effect on the enter
prise as a whole.”
Ward Heelers on the Payrolls.

the words of James Dalrymple, man
ager of the municipal tramways of
Glasgow:
“In Glasgow when we took over the
tramways we paid a better wage, but
we did not pay that wage to the same
men. It was paid to other men. We
got superior men.”
In general Professor Commons finds
common labor better paid by cities in
America than by companies, but Mr.
Sullivan points out that in many cases
at least the man is expected to earn
this extra wage by voting and working
for his political boss and that his
tenure of office depends on this rather
than on his efficiency and adds:
“In America the municipal enter
prises visfrted by our labor Investigators
have been rich mines for significant
facts relating to politics rather than to
labor.”

For two years a committee of the
National Civic federation has been
making a study of municipal owner
ship in the United States and Eng
land, the Investigators having been
selected impartially from the advo
cates and opponents of municipal own
ership. The report embodying the
findings of this committee will be pub
lished this month in two parts, one
of which will be devoted to the opin
ions of the investigators, the other to
the statistical information upon which
those opinions are supposed to be based.

Unfair Comparisons.

One of the commonest arguments ad
vanced by those favoring municipal
ownership as proof of the excellent
working of that system is to compare
the cost of lighting under municipal
ownership with the contract price paid
private companies at the time when the
plant was taken over.
They are specially prone to do this in
cases where the municipal plant was
started at an early period, when elec
tric lighting was in its infancy and
when the cost was necessarily very
much higher than it is now.
They entirely ignore the fact that
there has been a steady fall in price of
lights furnished by private companies
since that period and that if they had
had no municipal plant they would
probably be getting lights at a lower
cost today than the municipal plant is
capable of securing.
Government’s True Functions.

i

I
|
I

j

The true and only function of gov
ernment is to see to it that the citizens
are protected in their rights and in the
free enjoyment of their means of live
lihood from foreign Invasion, from the
attacks of criminals and from indi
viduals or organizations that would
take advantage of the power derived
from wealth or privileges to oppress
their fellows and extort from them ex
cessive compensation for services. This
involves the right of reasonable regu
lation of public utilities, but it does
not warrant any city or state in un
dertaking work that can be performed
by a private enterprise. The moment
a government, either monarchical or
republican, oversteps this limit it
starts upon a road that has no turning
anH that logically ends in absolute pa
ternalism or in state socialism.
To Shut Down M. O. Plant.

The mayor of Lebanon, Tenn., is au
A Menace to Unionism.
thority for the statement that the gen
Professor Commons considers that erating plant of the municipal electric
trades unions will check this tendency, | lighting system will be shut down, as a
but such has not proved to be the case I contract for current has been made
In England, ¿nd Mr. Sullivan, who is with a private company. The system
evidently a friend of the unions, points cost $15,000, most of which will now
out that it is more probable that the I have to be written off the books.
.... _____________
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OLD FAVORITES.

THE BAREFOOT BOY.
HEERILY, then, my little man,
Live and laugh as boyhood can!
Though the flinty slopes be
hard,
Stubble speared the new mown
sward,
Every morn shall lead thee through
. Fresh baptisms of dew.
Every evening from thy feet
Shall the cool wind kiss the heat;
All too sopn these feet must hide
In the prison cells of pride,
Lose the freedom of the sod,
Like a colt’s for work be shod,
Made to tread the mills of toil
Up and down in ceaseless moil,
Happy if their track be found
Neyer on forbidden ground,
Happy if they sink not in
Quick and treacherous sands of sin.
Ah, that thou couldst know thy joy
Ere it passes, barefoot "boy!
—John Greenleaf Whittier.

C

THE DEEPER NOTE.
IRDS of victorious spring,
You know nor grief nor pain;
Sing, sing, sing!
Reiterate the strain;
To you life doth not bring
Or loss or gain.

B

Your unforeboding song,
With each returning year,
Is just as sweet and strong,
As silvery and clear,
As when the Attic throng
Stood, husht, to hear.

Fancies, Fallacies and Facts
About the Science.
WHAT AN EXPERT HAS FOUND
Why New Jersey’s Supervisor of
Roads Prefers a Lighter Macadam to
a Telford Road—How to Build a Good
Stone Highway.

BUILDING BETTER ROADS.
Construction of Highways Now Recog*
nized Branch of Business.
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Road building has now become a
Crackers, Cigars, Patent
branch of business which is destined
Medicines, Toilet Articles,
to play an important part in the fu
ture of highways of the United States,
Stationery, Beach Hats and
says the Architects and Builders’ Jourr
Suits, Souvenirs, Daily and
nal. The construction will no longer
Sunday Papers, Books or
be conducted by haphazard methods,
Camera Supplies
hampered by incompetence and igno
rance, but regulated by scientific prin
CALL ON
ciples, which apply to this as well as
to other improvements.
The development of suburban sections
in the neighborhood of large cities has
Cape Porpoise, He.
had much to do in creating a demand
for better roads, and the appearance Laundry Agency^ Pay Station lor Long
of the automobile in increasing num
Distance Telephone"
bers has exerted an influence of far
Everything Up-to-Date.
reaching importance in this connection.
Men with an eye to possibilities' have

From the time of the prophet Isaiah
to the present men have had their
Yet something do you miss
ideas of a perfect highway. The plans
Of what to us is lent,
of road engineers have been criticised
The spiritual bliss,
as newfangled, while they were only
The whispered message sent
aiming at the road that Isaiah saw
From other world to this,
For our admonishment.
with prophetic eye when he cried:
“Make straight in the desert a high
The mystery half divined
way for our God. Every valley shall
Of “Where,” when we depart,
A LIFE ON THE OCEAN WAVE.
Leaving our loved behind
be exalted, and every mountain and hill
LIFE on the ocean wave,
Alone to bear the smart;
shall be made low, and the. crooked
A home on the rolling deep,
High melodies of mind,
Where the scattered waters rave
shall be made straight and the rough
Deep music of the heart..
And the winds their revels keep
places plain.” Thus the fancy that a
Like an eagle caged I pine
So would I not exchange
straight road with easy grades is a new
On this dull, unchanging shore—
For your my graver lot,
idea is swept away by the words of
Oh, give me the flashing brine,
The wider reach and range
The spray and the tempest’s roar!
Of feelings you have not,
Isaiah uttered over 700 years before
Affections fresh and strange,
the Christian era, writes R. A. Meeker,
NCE more on the deck I stand
And friendships unforgot.
state supervisor of roads, New Jersey,
Of my own swift gliding craft;
—Alfred Austin.
Set sail; farewell to the land;
in the Good Roads Magazine.
The gale follows fair abaft.
Later Claudius Appius had his vision
SONGS UNSUNG.
We shoot through the sparkling foam
of a road that would perpetuate his
Like an ocean bird set free—
ET not poet, great or small,
Like the ocean bird our home
name, and his dream has been real
' Say that he will sing a song;
We’ll find far out on the sea.
For song cometh, if at sill,
ized. But beyond that he gave—what?
IMPROVED NEW JERSEY ROAD,
Not because we woo it long,
The monument of a tyrant who com
HE land is no longer in view,
But’because it suits its will,
studied
conditions and concluded there
The clouds have begun to frown.
pelled thousands to work for naught
Tired at last of being still.
But with a stout vessel and crew
should be money in road building be
and
a
lasting
example
of
how
not
to
We’ll say, Let the storm come down! TjIVERY song that has been sung
build a road. The Appian Way, fa sides an added convenience and pleas
And the song of our hearts shall be,
Was, before it took a voice,
mous in picture and story, is avoided ure to the public. In several cities cor
While the winds and the waters rave, Waiting since the world was young
A home on the rolling sea!
over a greater portion of its length by porations and companies have been
For the poet of his choice.
A life on the ocean wave!
Oh, if any waiting be,
every traveler who is in a hurry to formed and active operations have
—Epes Sargent.
May they come today to me!
been started with gratifying results.
reach his journey’s end.
It has been demonstrated that good
This
old
Roman
’
s
idea
of
a
deep
T
AM
ready
to
repeat
GREAT NATURE IS AN ARMY
roads may be built under organized
Whatsoever they impart;
foundation
has
lived
after
him,
but
no
GAY.
Sorrows sent to them are sweet;
experienced road builder adopts it. forces, with proper machinery and oth
REAT nature is an army gay,
They know how to heal the heart;
The old Roman’s fancy that it is neces er requirements as cheaply as the poor
Resistless marching on its way; Aye, and in the lightest strain
I hear the bugles clear and Something serious doth remain.
sary to build a deep foundation for a ly constructed under the unsatisfac
sweet,
road crops out here and there, even at tory system of the past. The intro
I hear the tread of million feet. TXTHAT are white hairs, forsooth,
the present time, and is exploited as duction of bitulithic and other modern
Across the plain I see it pour;
’ * And the wrinkles on my brow?
the best and, in fact, the only true way paving materials has solved the prob
It tramples down the waving grass;
I still have the soul of youth;
Within the echoing mountain pass
Try me, merry Muses, now!
to build a road. It was not until road lem of securing smooth and durable
I hear a thousand cannon roar.
I can still with numbers fleet
builders learned that thoroughly drain highways.
It swarms within my garden gate;
Fill the world with dancing feet.
Beginning with suburban drives, this
ed earth was the only sure foundation
My deepest well it drinketh dry.
■VTO, I am no longer young;
for any kind of road covering that a system of modern roadbeds will extend
It dqth not rest; it doth not wait;
Old am I this many a year;
By night and day it sweepeth by.
great advance was made in road con from town to town in thickly settled
But my songs will yet be sung,
Ceaseless it marches by my door;
sections of the country, and the bene
struction.
Though I shall not live to hear.
It heeds me not, though I implore.
fits from the same will be shared by
That
road
improvement
is
an
expen

Oh, my son that is to be,
I know not whence it comes, nor where
Sing my songs and think of me!
It goes; for me it doth not care—
sive luxury, something nice to have, the farmer as well as those who ride
—Richard Henry Stoddard.
Whether I starve, or eat, or sleep,
but too costly for those who have to or drive for pleasure. Good roads are
Or live, or die, or sing, or weep.
work
for a living, is the fancy of some, paying investments, a fact which the
And now the banners all are bright,
SWEET AND LOW.
but
it
is not borne out by experience. American people have been slow to
Now torn and blackened by the fight,
WEET and low, sweet and low,
. Sometimes its laughter shakes the sky,
In
New
Jersey every dollar expended grasp.
Wind of the western sea,
Sometimes the groans of those who die.
for road improvement has added tens
Low,
low,
breathe
and
blow,
Still through the night and the livelong
Wind of the western sea!
and hundreds of dollars to our state’s
DELAWARE EXPERIMENT.
day
Over the rolling waters go;
wealth.
The infinite army marches on its re
Come
from
the
dying
moon
and
blow,
morseless way.
The first roads I built were sixteen Roadmaking In Which River Sand,
Blow him again to me
—Richard Watson Gilder.
While my little one, while my pretty inches deep, composed of ten inches of
Kaolin and Clay Were Used.
one sleeps.
telford bottom and six inches of com
In
his report of road Improvement
THE STORM.
pacted two and one-half inch and one done in Delaware, State Highway
Sleep and rest, sleep and rest;
HAT do they hunt tonight, the hounds
and one-half inch crushed stone and Commissioner Francis A- Price de
Father will come to thee soon.
of the wind?
Rest, rest on mother’s breast;
finished with coarse stone screenings. scribes a bit of experimental road
X think it is joy they hunt, for joy has
Father will come to thee soon.
fled from my heart.
That the foundation of this kind of making in which river sand, kaolin
Father will come to his babe in the
I only remember the hours when I sor
road lasts is true, but the top wears off and clay were used for surfacing, says
nest;
rowed or sinned,
Silver sails all out of the west
much more quickly, and when that is the Good Roads Magazine. At the ex
I only remember the hours when I stood
Under the silver moon;
gone every driver avoids the telford pense of the local taxpayers the foun
apart
Sleep, my little one; sleep, my pretty
Lonely and tired in difficult dreams en
road in good weather. I well remember dation was graded by a scraper, to a
one
—
sleep.
tranced.
the first sixteen inch telford I ever slope one one inch to the foot, from
—Lord Tennyson.
And I forget the days when I loved and
saw. It was in 1869 at my home city the center line to the side ditches, then
laughed and danced.
THE THREE FISHERS.
of Plainfield, N. J. We boys were dis
RAY hounds of the wind, I hear your rpHREE fishers went sailing out into the cussing it very learnedly, as we rolled with a steam roller.
On this foundation four inches of
wistful cry,
west,
thought. In fact, we were merely re sand were spread, then four inches of
The cry of unsatisfied hearts hungry for
Out into the west as the sun went
happiness,
hearsing what we had heard our elders clay, which was covered by three
down;
The house is full of whispering ghosts as Each thought of the woman who loved say, when an old Scotchman passed by
inches of sand. These layers were
you hurry by,
him the best,
and,, catching the drift of our remarks, thoroughly mixed by harrowing, then
And my soul is heavy and dark with a
And the children stood watching them
said: “Boys, it is wrang. It is a’ rolled down smooth and hard..
great distress,
’ out of the town,
For heaven is far away, and hope is dead; For men must work, and women must wrang. It is wrang in prencepil. Here
On 100 feet of this road what is de
And the night is a tomb of tears and de
weep,
ye
hae
the
anveel,
an
’
on
it
ye
put
the
scribed
as kaolin sand was spread, and
spair and dread.
And there’s little to earn and many to
sma’ stone. Along comes the horse on 300 feet sand from a stream near by
keep,
H, hunt.- no more, wild hounds of the
and wagon. The horse’s hoofs pound was used. For labor and teams the
Though the harbor bar be moaning.
wind and rain,
the sma’ stone an’ the wagon wheels county paid $172.25 and for sand
For my soul is afraid of the sound of
HREE wives sat up In the lighthouse
grind it till, ’twixt the hammer and the $5.15. The entire cost of this bit of ex
your hastening feet,
tower
And surely under the stars a beautiful
And trimmed the lamps as the sun
anveel, the sma’ stones are ground to perimental road was at the rate of
joy is slain?
went down;
Fly, black wings of sorrow, wet wings of They looked at the squall, and they look powder.” We laughed at the old Scot, $2,400 per mile. As a summer and a
but my experience has since taught me winter have passed since this road was
the night that beat
ed at the shower,
At the shuttered windows and swiftly fly
And the night rack came rolling up, that he was right. Not only is a deep so treated a fair idea of this treatment
away,
ragged and brown,
telford more expensive to build, but should soon be obtainable.
Before the sun god gathers the golden But men must work, and women must
the road wears rough much sooner
flower of day.
weep,
than a lighter macadam and is conse
—Olive Douglas.
Though storms be sudden and waters
Road Legislation In Arkansas.
deep.
quently much more expensive to main
The
joint resolution No. 4, introduced
And the harbor bar be moaning.
tain. It is also much harder on horses’ in the general assembly of the state of
NOSTALGIA.
WAIT and wait; it would be sweet
HREE corpses lay out on the shining feet, as it has no elasticity.
Arkansas by Representative Hunt, was
To feel the sea beneath my feet,
sands
It has been argued that a deep tel duly passed and was signed by the
In the morning gleam as the tide went
ford road will not be heaved by frost governor May 23, 1907. This resolu
down,
And hear the breeze sing in the
This is not so. I have seen fourteen tion is considered the most important
And
the
women
are
weeping
and
wring

shrouds
ing their hands
Betwixt me and the white winged clouds—
inch telford turned upside down by
For those who will never come back to frost so that the large bottom stones of the good roads measures passed by
the assembly, says the Good Roads
To feel and know my heart should soon
the town,
were on top of the road, while six Inch Magazine. It provides for a change in
Haye its desire, its one sweet boon,
For men must work, and women must
weep,
macadam built over the same soil and the constitution so as to allow cities of
To look out on the foam spent waste
And the sooner it’s over the sooner to
name
conditions of travel remained un the first and second class to issue
Through which my vessel’s keel would
sleep,
haste,
And goodby to the bar and its moan moved, the only other difference in bonds for road building and for pur
construction being that underdrains poses of general Improvement and
ing.
Till on the far horizon dim
—Charles Kingsley.
were placed outside of the macadam, counties for purposes of improving
A low white line would shine and swim;
while none was used beside the tel their highways. This measure, in or
THE FATHERLAND.
The low white line, the gleaming strand,
ford.
der to make it effective, must be car
The pale cliffs of the mother land!
HERE is the true man’s fatherTo build a good stone road, first grade ried in the election two years hence.
land?
O God, the very thought is bliss!
Is it where he by chance is your hill down to 5 per cent or less
The burden of my song it is,
if possible; fill up your flats so you
born?
■"
-------- •
Doth not the yearning spirit have a minimum grade of at least oneTill over sea song blown shall come
scorn
half per cent; second, by underdrains
The news that England calls me home!
Rural Delivery Notes
In such scant borders to be spanned?
—Maurice Thompson.
cut off all water that may threaten the
Oh, yes, his. fatherland must be
As the blue heaven, wide and free!
road; third, give your road a crown
At the corner of Shelby and Cruft
THE CHILD MUSICIAN.
of
three-quarters inch per foot; fourth,
Is it alone where freedom is.
streets
in Indianapolis, where the city’s
E had played for his lordship's levee,
cut
out
your
subgrade,
being
careful
Where God is God and man is man?
He had played for her ladyship’s
southern border runs, there is a big
Doth he not claim a broader span
to
give
it
the
same
curvature
as
the
whim.
For the soul’s love of home than this?
finished road; fifth, roll the subgrade silver poplar tree that serves an even
Till the poor little head was heavy
Oh, yes, his fatherland must be
And the poor little brain would swim.
until it Is hard and smooth, carefully better purpose than that of being a
As the blue heaven, wide and free!
removing any spongy or vegetable good shade producer, g It might be
ND the face grew peaked and eerie,
Where’er a human heart doth wear
called a postoffice substation, for on its
And the large eyes strange and
Joy’s myrtle wreath or sorrow’s gyves, earth that the. rolling may disclose; trunk there are just ten rural delivery
bright,
sixth, spread your bottom course even
Where’er a human spirit strives
And they said—too late—“He is weary!
After a life more true and fair,
ly, then roll and add a little binder mail boxes, and they serve to keep the
He shall rest for, at least, tonight!”
There is the true man’s birthplace grand, and continue the rolling until the neighborhood in touch with the out
His is the worldwide fatherland!
UT at dawn, when the birds were wak
stones cease to sink or creep in front side world, says the Indianapolis News.
ing,
Where’er a single slave doth pine,
of the roller; seventh, spread your sec The mail boxes are not of the fancy
As they watched in the silent room,
Where’er one man may help another—
ond course and roll it, with the addi sort at all, but they serve the purpose.
With the sound of a strained cord break
Thank God for such a birthright—
Claiming the distinction of being the
tion of binder and water, until the
ing.
brother,
first
man in the United States who
A something snapped in the gloom.
whole surface is hard and smooth,
That spot of earth is thine and mine,
There
is the true man’s birthplace grand. carefully filling with stone any depres ever carried a rural mail route, E. P.
jrpWAS a airing of his violoncello,
His is a worldwide fatherland! .
sions that may appear, then finish the Wright, who resides on the Jackson
■*- And they heard him stir in his bed—
—James Russell Lowell.
"Make room for a tired little fellow,
whole with a course of three-fourths pike in Franklin township, Ohio, Is
Kind God!” was the last that he said.
inch stoue and screenings'. This must still employed in the mail service, car
TRUTH THE INVINCIBLE.
<
—Austin Dobson.
rying R. F. D. No. 3 from the South
RUTH, crushed to earth, will rise be soaked with water and rolled until
Columbus branch station, says the Co
again
—
a
wave
of
mud
Is
formed
in
front
of
WORK THOU FOR PLEASURE.
The eternal years of God are hers;
the roller, being particularly careful to lumbus Dispatch. Hale and hearty at
ORK thou for pleasure; paint or sing But Error, wounded, writhes in pain
commence the rolling at the sides and the age of threescore and ten, Mr.
or carve
And dies among his worshipers.
The thing thou lovest, though the body
gradually
work toward the center. By Wright makes his daily trips and has
—William Cullen Bryant.
starve.
so
doing
you
will preserve the crown to his credit fifty-five years in Uncle
Who works for glory misses oft the goal;
SOUND,
SOUND
THE
CLARION.
of your road. If this work is well Sam’s service.
Who works for money coins his very soul.
SOUND, sound the clarion, fill the fife! and thoroughly done, you will have a
Work for work’s sake, then, and it well
There are ten women carriers in the
may be
To all the sensual world proclaim.
rural service in Missouri. Kansas has
road
that
is
smooth,
hard
and
conven

One crowded hour of glorious life
That these things shall be added unto
ient for travel at all seasons of the twelve, Oklahoma six, Texas six, and
thee.
Is worth an age without a name.
Arkansas three.
-Sir Walter Scott.
year.
Cos.

A
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Soda, Ice Cream •• COTTAGE DIRECTORY J
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fruit Confectionery, Fancy
IF

Graeme, Mrs Joseph W, Englewood
N J; Opyntide cottage, ocean Ave.
Clark, Rev and Mrs E L, Miss May
Brookline, Mass; Moorings, Ocean
Avenue.
Gordon,Rev and Mrs GA, Miss Ruth,
Boston, Mass; Seaward, Ocean Ave.
Winterbotham, Mr and Mrs Joseph,
Chicago; Durrell cottage, Ocean Ave.
Congdon, Mrs A L, Mrs A W Ken
dall, Philadelphia; Riverholm, Ocean
Ave.
Graves, Mr and Mrs Abbott, Miss
Enid, Boston; Westlook,Ocean Ave.
Dercum, Dr and Mrs F X, Philadel
phia;
Little cottage, Ocean Ave.
B. A M. TME TABE
Hinsdale, Dr and Mrs G., Miss Gra
BOSTON TRAINS
ham. Miss Hinsdale, Thos.Sparks, Hot
Leave Kennebunkport
7.25 a. m.
Springs,
Virginia; Bide-a-wee, Ocean
“
“
9.15 “
Ave.
“• ’
“
12.40 p. m.
“
“
3-55 “
Holsay, Miss R, Philadelphia, Penn;
<<
“
6.15 “
Bickford*
Cottage, Ocean Ave.
“
“
8.10 “
Perves, Mrs Alex, Miss Ruth, Mr Og
den, Hampton, Va; The Lodge, Ocean
B. & M. TIMETABLE
Ave. _
PORTLAND TRAINS
Deland, Mr and Mrs Lorin F, Boston;
Leave Kennebunkport
8.47 a. m.
“
“
10.35 “
JJray wood, Ocean Ave.
“
“
12.40 “
Saunders, Mr and Mrs W B, Miss
“
“
3-55 P- mMary,
Cleveland, Ohio; Ringboltedge
“
“
6.15 “
“
“
8.10 “
Ocean Ave.
Manning, Mr and M,rs Chas H Man
chester,
N H; As You Like It, Ocean
OUR STORE IS
Ave.
HEADQUARTERS
Clark, Mr and Mrs Henry Paston,
For everything in Books
Miss Mary, Brookline, Mass; The Bunk.
and Stationery, Fountain
Senat, Mr and Mrs P, Philadelphia,
Penn; The Barnacle.
Pens, Tennis Goods Local
Rogers, Mr and Mrs Edgar W, Miss
View Books, Leather,
Gertrude
H, Mr George E, New York;
Silver, Brass and Novelties
Oceanic cottage.
in great variety.
Bancroft, Miss Sarah. Miss Mary, Mrs
Loring, Short & Harmon, Barker, Worcester, Mass; Bancroft
Monument Square, Portland, Me. Cottage.
Pizzini, Mrs W B, Richmond, Va;
Gable Cottage.
Nicholson, Mr and Mrs Marideth,Mrs
Dr. F. A. Burnham
E W, Indianapolis. Ind ; The Beacon.
Dentist
Brazier, Mr and Mrs Jos H, Miss E
G,
Philadelphia, Pa. Juniper Ledge.
Lady Assistant.
Noble, Mr and Mrs G W C, Cam
Room 4, Masonic Building
BIDDEFORD
bridge, Mass; Auld Home.
Telephone 50-12
Bogert,EC, Miss Anna M, New York;
N Y, Windover.
Fay, Miss Lucy, Fitchburg, Maps;
JÄHES H FENDERSON Inglesea.
Packard, Mr E, Brooklyn, N Y; Al
derney Cottage.
Potter, Mr William, Mr and Mrs W E
Goodwin, Jr, Philadelphia, Penn; Mr
and Mrs Joseph Weare, St Louis;
Dealer in Watches, Clocks,
Ocean Bluff Cottage.
Silver Ware, Etc.
Hill, Mr and Mrs Hamilton, Miss
Kendall, Miss Ashton, Boston, Mass;
Diamonds a Specialty Brazemere.
Kaufman, Mr and Mrs J, Miss Jean
ette H, New York; Mizzentop Cottage.
156 Plain Street
Heilner, Mr and Mrs Manuel, New
York; Greenhelge Cottage.
Wellington, Mr and Mrs A J, Arling
BIDDEFORD
MAINE.
ton, Mass; Reed Cottage.
Holsay, Dr and Mrs H, New Orleans;
THE UP-TO-DATE
Willowbern.
Howe, Mr and Mrs Emerson, Mr
Julian, Mrs L B, Englewood, N J;
Pine Tree Lodge.
Harris, Mr and Mis J A Jr, Philadelpba, Penn ; Jones Cottage.
Jones, Mrs Samuel, Mr R L, Miss
Mary, Chestnut Hill, Pa; Fairhaven,
Stanton, Mr and Mrs G A, Miss Stan
Odd Fellows Block, Kennebunk
ton, Misses Alice, Helen, Mildred Mrs
S R Kennedy, Brooklyn, N Y; Stanholm.
Yeoman, Mrs Joseph, Brooklyn, N Y:
Dr. W. E. Hanson
Yeoman Cottage.
McMasters, Mr and Mrs J B, Mr J B,
Jr, Mr P D, Philadelphia, Pa; The
Dentist
Kedge.
Henderson, Mr and Mrs G B, Wash
Kennebunkport,
Maine ington, DC; Greyling.
McKee, Mrs G M, Miss Georgianna,
Pittsburg, Pa; Trowbridge Cottage.
On the Bridge«
Bronson, Mr and Mrs E H, Mr Fred,
Ottawa, Ontario; Bonnie Brae.
THE
Forest, Mr and Mrs H M, Philadel
phia, Pa; Cro’nest,
Davis, Mr and Mrs Geo G, Miss Doro
thy, North Andover; Davis Cottage.
Smith, Mr and Mrs Robert, Colum
Cape Porpoise
bus, Ohio; Kenridge.
C. E. LOMIS :: Manager Platt, Mr and Mrs Ruduford, Colum
bus, Ohio; Sea Crest,
Van Buren, Mr and Mrs F, Mr F Jr,
We are prepared to serve our
Mrs Lanmen, New York, NY; Mr and
patrons more to their satisfac
Mrs Riggs, Hartford, Conn; Van Buren
tion than ever before : : :
Cottage.
Ogden, Mr and Mrs Robert C, Dr and
Our Specialties
Mrs George W Crary, New York, N Y;
Broiled Live Lobster, Planked The Billows.
Chalfant, Mrs John W, Miss ChalSirloin Steak, Planked Fisti,
fanton, Misses Eleanor, Annie, Pitts
Steamed Clams.
burg, Pa; Chalfanton Cottage.
ANY : DISH : TO : ORDER Mr and Mrs. Heuvelman, Mrs. George
Derbyshire, New York, Hilltop.
Rankin, Mr. and Mis: H. W. Rankin
Plainfield, N. J.

F- E. FLETCHER

Jeweler

Dry Goods Store

P. RAI NO

STONE

HAVEN

St. Ann’s Church

Ocean National

Bank

The Rev. George Frederic Cannon of St. Luke’s
Kennebunk ftaine
Cathedral Portland, Prlest-in-charge.
Capital $50,000.00
Surplus and Undi
vided profits $13,900.00
Sundays.
7.00 a. m. Holy Communion.
10.00 a. m. Matins and Litany.
Directors.
' 11.00 a. m. Matins and Sermon.
R.
W.
Lord,
F.
P. Hall, F. M. Ross
(Holy Communion on
W. E. Barry, S. T. Fuller.
first Sunday in month)
5.00 p. m. Evensong,with Address R. W. Lord, President, Chas. R. Little

field, Cashier, Geo. R. Smith,
Fridays,
9.00 a. m. Matins and Litany.
Asst. Cashier.
Saturdays, 5.00 p. m. Choir Practice.
August 24th, St. Bartholomew, 9.00 a. m. Holy Banking Hours 9 to 12 a.m. Ito 3 p m.
Saturdays 9 to 12.
Communion 5.00p.m. Evenson

Miss Margaret A. Campbell, Montreal
Cove Cottage
Miss
Estella Darling
Miss J. Eisele
Newark, N «1
‘‘
Herbert W Simpson,
Montreal, Can, M. Isabella Darling
H.D Cameron
“
Fred Mills
Mrs. Azel Hatch
Chicago Miss M. L. Estrange Trumball
Albany
Mrs. Nichols Swits Walls
Master Junior Hatch
New York
Elizabeth Pearson Northampton, Mass Franklin Jasper Walls
Kennebunk
Ray P. Hanscom
The Nonantum
Edith F. White
Brockton,
London, Eng.
Miss Jail
Brookline,
0. F. Kendall
Cambridge Mrs. Ida Parker
Montreal
Master C. F. Buttardym
F. J. Bambridge and chauffeur “
Wentwobth House
Mrs. C. C.' Buttardym
Miss D. Fiske
Rochester, N. Y. H. T. Blanchard
New Yor Mrs. H. de Vries
M t. Vernon, N. Y.
Adelaide Henderson
W. S. Blanchard and wife
Miss
A.
de
Vries
Miss E. W. Gilbert
Savannah, Ga.
Concord, N. H Mrs. G. W. Donnell
Boston
Miss M. B. Gilbert
Miss M. E. Blanchard
New
York
Jane
H.
Morrison
C. H. Burgess and wife Quincy, Mass. Mrs. A. L. Crofoot
Roxbury, Mass. Miss M. Thurston
G. W. Jones and wife
C. E. Crofoot
Walter P. Thayer and wife Holbrook
Arthur Talbott,
Wickford, R. I. Mrs. Nelson Wait
Schenectady Mabel P. Thayer
Alice Clegg
Philadelphia Eleanor G. DeRemer
Robt. L. Manning
Manchester, N. H. W. H. Fisher and wife Dedham, Mass. Mrs. Eliott Washburn Taunton, Mass.
Brooklyn, “
Ethel Emerson
Mrs. D. H. Moses
Washington, D. C. A. J. Dauieis and wife
Worcester Gladys Willard
Miss Whitney
Brookline S. C. Kendall and wife
Boston
Mrs. E. L, Clark
Gorham H. Whitney
Boston1 J. E. Orr
F.
S.
Donnell
and
wife
W. Meyneke
Buffalo, N. Y. W. H. Pitman
Laconia, N. H,
Buffalo, ’N. Y.
J. D. Wells
St. Louis Frank Morgan and wife Paterson, N. J. Mrs. J. H. Smith
Miss
W.
B.
Smith
Old Fort Inn
Mrs. Ernest Church Providence,N. J. Mrs. J. O. Williams
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
J
Mrs- Nathaniel James
Baltimore Geo. Wright
Mrs. Warenteile
Mrs, Morris Wheelridge
Ethel A. Tellinghart
Miss Stanton
Miss Mackenzie
W. H. Mathews and wife
Geo. W. Crany
New York
Mrs. E. S. Grove and chauffeur
Rochester, N. Y. Mrs. Thomas Wright
Philadelphia E. A. Stevens
Buffalo, N. Y. Alice Morgan Wright
Albany^ N. Y.
W. C. Lincoln
York Harbor C. B. Green
Rochester, N. Y. Mrs. Robert DeC. Ward
Cambridge
L. B. L. Arms
Brookline G. A. Goodridge and wife Winchest ek Dr. and Mrs. Carr Lane
New Haven
H. Benner
Mrs. S. C. Payson
Philadelphia Marie H. Dennison
Newton Center
G. P. Mellich
Plainfield, N. J. Miss M. S. Brainard
Pillsbury, Pa. Anna R. McDonald
Boston
Mrs. E. C. Watson
Springfield Mrs. J. O. Williams
Brooklyn, N. Y. Alicia F. McDonald
Mrs. Horace F. Weeks Rosemont, Penn
Sea View
Bessie M. Bartlett
Arlington
Frances E. Weeks
R. E. Melching
Boston Miss W. W. Thompson
Montreal
Mrs. M. E. Benton
Massellin, O. F. M. Whitaker
Kennebunk Miss A. H. Ogelvie
John C. Olmstead
Brookline Arnold J. Medwood
Brooklyn
Lowelll Miss M. S. Jarvis
ONE OF THE PICTURESQUE SPOTS AT LAKESIDE PARK
Mrs. Frank B. Cotton
East Orange L. N. Janett
Boston Frances M. Tebb
Buffalo
Miss M. E. Jones 2d
Hudson, N. Y. Mr. Belcher and wife
John A. M. Grave
Miss Wells
Cambridge Jas. G. Proctor and wife
George E. Matthews Jr
The seacoast of Maine is better; attractions,
This lake has been location for a summer camp school. Miss Reynolds
Boston
Washington,
D. C. Vera L. VanBuran
known to a large majority than stocked with some twenty-five A fine site for a sanitarium.
Cleveland, O. Mrs. Warren Ives
Al C. F. Brush
Cambridge Wm. J. Black
Indianâpôiis
the inland country, but the lakes, thousand brown trout and salmon together an unusual proposition Miss Brush
C. F. Day and wife
Bostoh
New York O. H. Pierce
rivers, ponds, forests, mountains from the Auburn fish hatcheries. for development and a Safe busi Mrs. Clark
Portland
Mrs.
Adams
L. B. Libby
and charming old farmhouses are There are plenty of ways to en ness venture.
TABLE OF HGH TIDES
St. Louis Jennie H. Barritt Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Mrs. W. H. Scudder
being sought out more and more joy oneself in this quiet retreat.
AT KENNEBUNKPORT, MAINE
On the ^opposite shore of the The Misses Scudder
Elizabeth Schickle
“
“
L. D. Dozier
SEPTEMBER
1907
Pauline A. Schickle
“
“
A. M.
F. M.
Girard Lambert
Frank White
“
S
1
6.15
6.30
J. W. H. Overall
M
7.15
2
7.30
The Narragansett
C. Kilpatrick and wife
Tu
3
8.15
8.15
W
4
9
9.15
Montreal
W. H. Lovejoy
Miss Kilpatrick
5
Th
9.45
9.45
Lawrence
6
Fr
10.15
10.30
Miss Gurney
Boston Mr. Moses and wife
Y
Sa
11
11.15
Frances
Moses
Montreal
Mr. J ustice
s
8
11.30
11.45
M
9
0.15
A. Gelder and wife
Dover
Miss Davidson
Tu
10
0.30
1.00
Miss E. Van Gelder
W
11
1.15
1.30
H. P. Owens, wife and child
Th
12
2.00
2.15
Mrs. M. R. Rice
Bostoh 13
H. J. Fisk
Fr
2.45
3.15
14
Sa
3.45
4.00
H. H. Bullock and 'wife
Mr. Davidson and wife
15
S
4.30
5.00
New Hampshire 16
M
5.30
Philadelphia
B, Bise and wife
6.15
Tu
6.45
17
7.15
Fannnie
Oakes
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
T. H. Meirich
W
18
7.45
8.15
Th
8.45
9.15
Newtoh 19
Exeter, N. H. Joseph O. Barlow
C. H. Meredith
20
Fr
9.45
10.15
Portsmouth 21
Sa
10.45
St. Louis B. M. Varrell
11.00
Edgar A. Turner
22
8
11.30
A. S. Marston
M
23
0
0.15
Rhode Island House
24
Tu
0.45
1.00
Montclair, N. J
Anson A. Vouhees
W
25
1.30
1.45
New York J. Edgar Vouhees
Bernard J. Cooper
Th
26
2.15
2.30
Fr
3.00
27
3.15
Ethel Mi Dillion
Dorchester, Mass. A. Mrllafd Vouhees
28
3.45
Sa
4.15
Philip Prescott
29
4.45
s
5.00
Granite State House
30
M
5.30
6.00
Gertrude M. Clorrey
Manchester
Mrs. P. M. Claire
Lynn, “
Claribell Heath
Bostoh
Brooklyn,N. Y. Miss Frazier
Mathilde Herrkel
New York
Elizabeth Morgenthaler Flatbush,N. Y. Mrs. Jos. E. Redman
“
Boston, Mass. J. E. Redman Jr and wife
Florence M. Dickson
Newark, N. J. Dorothy Laurier Williamsbridge N. Y.
Edith M Arundel
DAY TRIPS
Boston
W. P. Edmonds
A VIEW OF THE LAKE AT LAKESIDE PARK
W. F. Hopping
Montreal
Somerville E. E. Snowden and wife
M. Ella Melnure
Bostoh Congo River and Bay of Naples Inn
Geo. Marley and wife
Miss Gilpatrick
by those who wish to enjoy to the
The park itself is more than two I lake is an equally desirable tract
New Bedford Leave Kennebunk 7.00 a. m., or 10.56 a. m.
Joseph Webster
The Arlington
Arrive on return 7.00or=8.55 p. m. The early trip
fullest extent the quiet and soli miles long and already contains owned by Hon. Fred J. Allen too
Albert Meeh and wife Rochester, N. Y. gives three hours for dinner at Naples. The Bostoh
James Longley
trip includes sail across Scbago Lake and up the
Gertrude
Meeh
“
“
tude of nature in all her glory for several buildings ready for im well known to need any introduc W. E. Kennedy
Songo river, across the Bay of Naples an<i Lake
Philadelphia
Caroline Chesboro
Wellesley Hills Wyonegonic returning by rail or same route.
a few months in the year.
mediate occupancy. It comprises tion to this part of the state.
C. R. Hopkins
$2.00 from Portland and Return.
Adelaide B. Shepard
“
“
About half way between Kenne some 225 acres from every part of
If you are thinking of pur- Mrs. T. C. Slingerland
The White Mountains.
Leave Kennebunk 7.00 a. no. Arrive on return
bunk and Sanford with some parts which can be obtained a view of chasing inland property or know Miss S. Lawson
8.53
p.
no.
Five hours at Crawfords, Mt. PleasBoston Tea-Cup Inn Drinkers
Wm. Kilby
sant House, The Mt. Washington or Fabyans.
Aubrey Lowell
St. Davis, Pa*
$4.70 from Portland and Return.
Miss M. Walsh
Poland Spring and Summit Spring.
Last week we gave our readers Leave Kennebunk 7.00 a. m. Arrive at either
Mary L. Walsb
the above houses about 10.30 a.m. Remain
New Britain, Ct. a partial list of those who have en of
Mr. Chas. Moore
five hours and arrive at Kennebunk 7.00 p. tn.,
J, R. Smith
“
Mr. B. Mitchell
“
Mrs. Turner
“
Miss Turner
“
E. Hoffman
“
R. W. Bayles
Englewood, N. J.
W. H. Baker and wife
New York

AN IDEAL SPOT

Lakeside

Park Within Easy Access of This
Vicinity, Still Undeveloped

Maine Central R. R

The Riverside

Alice W. Turner
Philadelphia
A. B. Seavey and wife
Saco
Miss L. G. Good win Newburyport, Mass
Miss J. Boysen
New York
Mrs. E. Hinkel
Brooklyn, N. Y.
B. K- Sandrell
Montreal, Que.
Hamilton, Can.
A. W. Street
Miss Street
Boston
E. K. Wood
PARKER HOUSE

AN IDEAL SPOT FOR THE CANOEIST AT LAKESIDE PARK

of it within a few mintues walk j the lake and mountain scenery. I of anyone who wishes to build an
of the Atlantic Shore Line railThis xproperty
at the
v
JB
__ present institution of any kind Mr. Clark
way is a delightful spot known as' time is owned by Mr. Samuel will be glad to communicate with
Lakeside park.
The lake is six I Clark of Kennebunk. Any part
you or show the property. He
miles long and is unsurpassed in or all of it is for sale on reasonable
I terms. A good opportunity for a can be reached by letter or telethis section for its scenery.
An ideal phone at his Kennebunk home.
Boating and fishing is the chief I Fish and Game club.
H. Murpby
Philadelphia Dr. and Mrs. Houghton
Sam’l Joseph
New York Miss Krag
Columbus, Ohio
A. F. King and wife
Dover, N. H. F. E. Bartlett
Eliot, Me.,
B. E. Hood
New York Mrs. Kenney
Cincinnati, O.
D. J. Bosenburg
Miss Prebles
Constance Friend
R. G. Johnson
Kennebunkport
David Friend
Mr. Have and wife
F. K. Schlor
Philadelphia Mrs. T. G. Hayfitt
Peterboro, Can.
Tung Glen
Yokahama Mrs. W. Walsh
The Columbia
J. G. Brown and wife
Boston The Misses Dickerson
Louis M. Levy
New York Elizabeth Brown
H. N. Swalley and wife Philadelphia
F. F. Leman and wife
F. J. Rieb
New York Miss B. L. Russell
P. A. Moulton
New York J. Allen O. Daniel
Rye Beach Mrs. Henry L. Rosefields
Mrs. €>. H. Durrell
Hanover, N. H.
Cambridge
F. Emery and wife
The Oceanic
Carol M. Edgerly
W. Di Worthen and wife
“
Harold C. Durrell
St. Louis, Ohio
Miss E. F. Tartton Portsmouth, N. H. Gerard B. Lambert
Jessie J. Chase
Holyoke, Mass. Miss M. E. Call
A. B. Gillett and wife Hartford, Conn
Mrs. Ravol Dreyfus Galveston, Texas Miss F. Ward
New York
Boston C. B. Snow
Charlotte Dreyfus
Mrs. Bremer
H. Furst
“

AT THE HOTELS

joyed the hospitality of the Inn Kennebunkport 7.20 p. m.
Golfers will have time to play the Courses.
since, its opening which should
A
Through Sleeper to ITontreaL .
have read August 14, instead'of
Leave
daily and Sunday included,
August 1st,
Today we give a 9.00 p. m..Portland,
arriving at Montreal 8.15 a.m., con
necting
with
through
train to Chicago and the
complete list up to the time of Pacific Coast.
going to press.
This famous old A Through Parlor Car to Montreal
house with its quaint furnishings Leaves Portland 9.10 a m, arriving Montreal
9.15 p no, connecting with through train to Chi
and genial hostess is becoming cago, St Paul and Minneapolis.
more and more popular each sea Parlor Cars to Fabyans leaves Port
land at 9.10 a. m., 1.25 p. m. daily ex
son and is crowded with people cept Sundays.
during the opening hours many Through Parlor Car to Quebec leaves
even not taking time to register. Portland at 9.10 a. m., daily except Sun

Manchester
E. M. Gilman
M. O. Sargent
Boston
Dr. E. S. Bowen
Brattleboro, Vt.
Dr. and.Mrs. Campbell
Philadelphia
Mrs. Geo. S. Dowley
Bostoh
Miss Nichols
Miss C. E. Stratton and chaffeur
Greenfield, Mass. Mrs. Rogers
Buffalo
Mrs. Francis Shirwood
Highland House
Mrs. J. Miller
Dr. and Mrs. C. Lane
New Haven Miss Collison
Washington, D. C.
Helen H. Tate
New York Mrs. J. Laughlin
Dr. and Mrs. T. D. Supiee
New York Mr. and Mrs. Clarkson
New York
J. H. Hallerson
New York Sherwood Stevenson and wife Mon’ I «all
Mrs. John S. King East Orange, N. J. Robert Currie and wife
The Cliff House
Miss Hart
Lncia Phillips
Philadelphia Fred Miller
Brooklyn
Major G. O. Synier,
U. S. Army J. O. Brady
Nëw York
M,.Smith and wife
Philadelphia W. Degnan
J. W. Kdlley
Boston
H. A. Anderson
Montreal
Miss Katherine Ladd
Washington Mrs. George Kent
L. and F. Allscbenter
New York Evelyn Kent
May B. Ladd
Washington, D. C. George Kent
New York
L. B. Lord and wife
Burleigh, Vt. Mrs. Chas. O. Ry ter
Benson hurst, N. Y.
Henry Danah and wife
Philadelphia Dovette Ballin
Marion Colburn
Somerville
Misses C. E. & G. R.
Edna A. Levy
New York
W. L. Roberts and wife
Germantown, Pa. Rose Levey
H. R. Wright
Albany, N. Y. Grace Gal land
Mrs. I. S. Fowler
Peekskill, N. Y.
SAGAMORE
Cblendsent Hart
Brooklyn, “
Henry H. Day
Boston Mary Sands
Cleveland, O.
D. C. Patterson
Montreal Mr. Walls
New York
Mrs. M. Minch
New York
Miss
May
Minch
Kennebunk Beach
Miss C A. Strange
Philadelphia
Eagle Rock
Mrs. J. A. Case
Billerica, Mass.
Mrs. J. R. Horne Somersworth, N. H. Mrs. La Roy Talbot
Lowell, Mass.
Elinor Horne
Miss Talbot
Cambridge
J. H. Horne
T. W. Graves
Mrs J. J. Chase
Old
iu Orchard
urenara Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Folsom
Gladys M. Clay
New York I Miss E, Harris

day, arriving at Quebec 9.30 p. m.

For Further particulars, folders, guide books,
and other literature, call on

F. E. BOOTH BY
GP&TAMCRR, Portland.

Harpswdl Steamboat Co
The 365 Island Route
Beginning July 1st steamers will leave Port
and Pier for Long Island, Little ane! Great,
Chebeague, Cliff Islahd, South Harp swell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island at 7.00, 10.00 a. m
I.30|and 5.10 p. m.
Returning, leave Orr’s Island 5.40, 9.25 a. tn.
1.30and 3.40 p. m.
SUNDAYS
Leave Portland, 9.15,10.15a. m.,2.00 and
p. m. Returnieg, 6.05, 11,10 a. m., 12.10 and
p. no.
South Freeport Division leave Portland,
a. m., and 4.30 p. m. Sundays, 10.00 a. m.,
5.00 p. m.
Returning, 6.00a. m. Sundays,2.00p. m.

5.45
3.30
9 15
and

E. L. JORDAN, Agent

Daily excursions from Portland to
Harpswell 50c. Bailey’s and Orr’s
Island, Round Trip Only 60c
Daily excursions to Bailey’s, <>rr’s Island,
Mair Point, Birch Island and Harpswell Cen
ter, 5o miles sail, only 60 cent».
To South Harpswell or South Freeport, Cas
co Castle, 40-mile sale, only 50 cents.
To Gurnet Bridge, Gundy’s Harbor, Sebasco
and New Meadow River Points, 75 mile sail
only 75 cents; from South Harpswell and Bally
Island to Gurnet Bridge only 50 cents. Sunday
excursion to South Harpswell only 35 cents.
E. L. JORDAN, Genl Mgr.

